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Your dream wedding
tailored with care
by Mitsis Hotels



A unique wedding

Mitsis Hotels features a range of aesthetically pleasing

locations for a wedding reception that will be long

remembered. 

The experience of our staff in planning wedding receptions 

down to the smallest detail will make your wedding day

unforgettable.

Captivating indoor and outdoor settings that can be tailored 

to the needs of your most important day are paired with

a wide selection of accommodation choices and gastronomic 

selections.

In front of the pristine beaches of the Aegean, the perfect

“I do” gets the perfect backdrop.



The location

Unique destinations, exceptional moments.

Mitsis Hotels is famous for its excellent locations. With 17 

hotels and resorts in Athens, Crete, Kamena Vourla, Kos and 

Rhodes, Mitsis Hotels provides you with an ideal proposition 

for every desire.

Beachfront Hotels & Resorts, on “Blue Flag” awarded

beaches, with crystal clear waters. Steps away from the

Aegean sea waters… let the sounds of crystal clear waters 

sing along your precious moments.

Ceremonies are often held right on the beach. The bride can 

be escorted by violin players, rose petals guiding her path, 

the guests enjoying freshly squeezed lemonade and local 

pastries while gazing at the perfect sunset. 

In the heart of Greek mainland... the magic of the land

greatness will always furnish our newlyweds with love.

The perfect beach ceremony is followed by a unique

culinary experience dinner with drinks and cocktails,

handcrafted for an unforgettable party.



Seamless organisation

Our professional wedding organisers provide useful tie-the-

knot advice every step of the way, helping our guests choose 

the appropriate colours, styles and flavours for a magical 

wedding experience.

Accommodation

Special rates for wedding guests.

Menu

Tailor-made refined Greek or international cuisine.

Set up

Special decoration & flower arrangements.

Rhythm

Either looking for a traditional Greek band, a Dj or violins

escorting the bride down to aisle, our planners can find 

unique solutions.

Audio-visual Production

From photography to video projections, any type of AV can 

be set in our unique settings.

Wedding cake

Our pastry chef will design the perfect wedding cake based 

on the couple’s selections.

Transportation

Transportation for your guests can be arranged.



Celebration occasions

Bachelor and bachelorette parties

Wedding anniversaries

Engagement celebrations

Breathtaking honeymoons

Custom spa packages

Social events



Take a moment to relax

A moment of tranquility is the best vitamin before or 

after your big day!

Deeply authentic in their nature and philosophy, our 

SPAs, located at Sofitel Athens Airport, Lindos Memories 

Resort & Spa and Galini Wellness Spa & Resort offer

a holistic wellbeing journey with various facial and

body treatments, therapies and massages.

A world of relaxation and indulgence awaits you to

embrace your most refreshed self and enhance your 

special moments in a retreating environment with your 

loved one.

Just close your eyes and let yourself in the hands of

our well-trained personnel.





Your dream wedding moments Contact

12 Filotheis str, 11147 Athens Greece

T+30 210 2134644

E weddings@mitsishotels.com

Find us on Social

@mitsishotels

@mitsishotels

@mitsishotels



Love is composed of a single soul
inhabiting two bodies

ARISTOTLE


